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The positions of the constellation figures shown on the Farnese Atlas point to a date of 125 b.c., matching that of a long-lost star catalog by ancient Greek astronomer 
Hipparchus.Gerry Picus, courtesy Griffith Observatory



Present times in terms of Data....

 Digital data
 In depth study of individual objects
 Survey data of larger (or complete) sky
 ESO-VISTA 150TB/per year, LSST 500 TB/month
 Simulations TNG 300 +TNG 100 >  PB data (2018 release)
 Data Centres
 Jupyter Notebooks



Types of Data

• Images

• Catalogs

• Spectra

• Polarization

• Time-series 



Types of Data: Images

 2-D array, pixel value-brightness
 RGB images
 Artificial colors 
 (related to wavelength/energy)



Basics of Data: Images

 Point sources
 Extended sources





CCDs

 Sensitivity (QE)
  dynamic range
 linearity. 
 CCDs ~ 80% 

quantum efficiency 
 

Digital is better than digitised!!!



Colors: Bayer filter (Eastman 
Kodak)
 Color filter array (CFA) 

for arranging RGB color 
filters on a square grid of 
photosensors. The filter 
pattern is 50% green, 
25% red and 25% blue

 used in digital cameras, 
camcorders, and 
scanners to create a 
color image.



Astronomy Images

 Filters in succession
 Create RGB images
 Artificial colors



FITS

 Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) is an open standard defining a digital 
file format useful for storage, transmission and processing of data: formatted 
as multi-dimensional arrays (for example a 2D image), or tables.

  FITS was designed specifically for astronomical data
 Includes provisions such as describing photometric and spatial calibration 

information, together with image origin metadata.
 FITS is also often used to store non-image data, such as spectra, photon lists, 

data cubes, or structured data such as multi-table databases. A FITS file may 
contain several extensions, and each of these may contain a data object. For 
example, it is possible to store x-ray and infrared exposures in the same file.  



Brightness

216=65536



NGC 281



 (3.6 µm) Spitzer image of NGC 281 
from the Warm Spitzer image. The 
large blue square is the Chandra 
ACIS field and the cyan box is the 
Spitzer cyro data. 



NGC 281 by 
Chandra



Types of Data: Spectra

 1D data
 Energy distribution among diff wavengths
 Contribution of light from that particular wavelength region 



Types of Data: Data Cubes

 3D data
 For example, Integral 

Field Spectroscopy 
(IFS)

 Each pixel has a whole 
spectrum received from 
the pixel





Types of Data: Catalog Data



Time series data



Tools:

 Image Visualization: ds9
 Catalogs: TOPCAT
 Programming Languages: Python ....modules, libraries
 Not to be used as black boxes



Meta-Data

 Descriptive information about the data
 Images: Telescope, exposure time....
 Simulations
 Spectra 



What is an Astronomy Archive?

Organised,  systematic information about the sky 
above us, we will call as an astronomy archive.

Today's archives are many terabytes and 
sometimes even petabytes in size



Astronomy Archives
 Hipparchus  ( 190 – c. 120 BC)

 850 stars, 1-6 mag

 Tycho Brahe (1546 –  1601)

positions of the naked eye planets as a 
function of time

 Used by Kepler (first example of archival 
data!!



 1603, Bayer, compiled his star catalogue, labeling every 
star in a constellation by its brightness.

 1771, Charles Messier catalogue of nebulous objects ~ 
100

 1888, Dreyer: NGC catalogue > 7,000

Organised data!!!



Palomar sky survey 

1950-1957,  Oschin Schmidt Telescope at the Palomar Observatory, 
California, USA.

2,000 photographic plates of the night sky (14-inch (35.5-cm) square 
photographic plates, each covering 36 square degrees of sky)

1990s: DPOSS



                          
  And then Technology...

Digital data, QE, linear response

Citizen science projects



In other wavelengths too.....

 Similar growth in radio, Xray, etc



Technology goes hand-in-hand....



Astronomy Archives

 In the true spirit of science
 Available to all 

(ex instrument groups, proprietary period, etc)
 Citizen Science projects: SETI, Galaxy Zoo, 



Data Archives
VizieR: access to the most complete library of 
published astronomical catalogues and online 
data tables

Simbad: Astronomical database which provides 
basic data, cross-identifications, bibliography 

NED The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database 
(NED): multi-wavelength fusion of data for 
millions of objects outside the Milky Way 
galaxy.



SDSS DR15 Sloan Digital Sky Survey: systematic 
map of a quarter of the sky, producing new 
catalogues for deep-sky.

2MASS Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) :  
map of the entire sky in near-infrared.

ESO data archive: ESO observational data 



MAST The Multimission Archive at STScI:  
scientifically related data sets in the optical, 
ultraviolet, and near-infrared parts of the spectrum.

2dFGRS The 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey 
(2dFGRS) is a spectroscopic survey and spectra is 
obtained for 245591 objects, mainly galaxies.



IPAC/IRSA:  NASA’s infrared and sub-millimeter 
astronomy projects and missions.  

HLA The Hubble Legacy Archive (HLA): optimize 
science from the HST providing online, enhanced 
Hubble products and advanced browsing 
capabilities.



Hubble MAST



Hubble MAST
 MAST Observations: Millions of observations from Hubble, 

Kepler, GALEX, IUE, FUSE, and more.

 Virtual Observatory: Search thousands of astronomical data 
archives from around the world for images, spectra, and catalogs.

 Hubble Source Catalog: A master catalog with a hundred million 
measurements of objects in Hubble images.

 MAST Catalogs: Access to catalog data such as Gaia and TESS 
Input Catalog, with more coming soon. 



GAIA: 6D revolution 
RA, Dec, parallax, RV, pmra, pmdec

Galactic Archealogy!!! Imagine!!!

Two identical, three-mirror 
anastigmatic
(TMA) telescopes, with 
apertures of 
1.45 m × 0.50 m pointing in 
directions separated by the 
basic angle 
(Γ = 106 ◦ .5)
Accuracy of 24 
microarcsec= 42 kpc, 
 0.06arcsec pixels









Literature Survey

https://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR

Vizier Demo.... 

https://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR
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